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Advanced Authentication Limited
Same as Advanced Authentication but you are only licensed for certain authentication 
methods. 

Main use case is to implement On-Prem (or Organizationally Controlled) Multi-Factor 
Authentication 

These days everything needs MFA. 

An entitlement comes with certain products (see next slide) 

Works With 

Micro Focus Products 

Common Logins: SAML, OAuth, ADFS 

Anything where the API can fit into the workflow.



If You Have Any Of These Products, 
You Have an AA Limited Entitlement

Access Manager 

Advanced Authentication Connector 
for z/OS 

Directory and Resource Administrator 

Enterprise Messaging,Groupwise 

Identity Administration 

Identity Governance License  

Micro Focus Filr Advanced 

Micro Focus Host Access 
Management and Security Server 

Micro Focus iPrint 

Open Enterprise Server 

Privileged Account Manager 

Retain Server 

SecureLogin 

Self Service Password Reset 

StarTeam



AA Limited Is Only Licensed 
For The Following Methods

LDAP Login Password (LDAP_PASSWORD) 

Standalone AA Password (PASSWORD) 

SMS Message Code (SMS_OTP) 

Counter One-Time-Only Password (HOTP) 

Time-Based One-Time-Only Password(TOTP) 

E-Mail (EMAIL_OTP) 

Radius (RADIUS) 

Emergency Password (EMERG_PASSWORD)



Different Logins for Different 
Roles

User 

Admin 

Helpdesk 

Reporting



How AA Works - User
Users are identified through one or more LDAP Repositories (Such as eDirectory and 
Active Directory) 

Divided into login domains with LOCAL being for internal users and having a default 
LDAP repository if you the user leaves the domain portion blank. 

AA is not aware of a user until they log in. 

On First Login, user is asked to configure any authentication methods that have not been 
found in their LDAP record (personal mobile phone, etc.) 

Cannot use these methods until they are configured. 

Afterwards, any time the user logs into an AA-protected service, the login will redirect them 
to AA in addition to any service-specific login actions that need to happen. 

Upon a successful AA authentication, they will be redirected to the service.



How AA Works - Workflow
Ways of Authenticating are Methods (see previous slide) 

User-Facing Configuration of Methods is in the Method 

Back-End Configuration of Methods is in Policies 

For SMS, can we recommend Twilio or MessageBird? 

Methods can be combined into Chains which are assigned to whole repositories, roles, and groups in 
the repos.  

User must authenticate to every method in a chain. 

Chains are assigned to Events, which provide authentication configuration for a specific service. 

Multiple chains can be assigned to an Event so that users *can* pick which ways they desire to 
authenticate (e-mail vs. SMS vs. HOTP etc.) 

Devices and Services communicate to AA through Endpoints, which are largely configured automatically.







Server Configuration
Product comes as an appliance not unlike SSPR 

Recommendation is to have multiple appliances behind a standard (Layer 
7) load balancer. 

Clustering setup is very odd — Global Masters and Databases (see next 
slide for official diagram) 

Be sure to set up at least two. 

As soon as you pair this with a service, AA becomes an integral part of 
your environment that must always be up. 

Standard  setup for things like certificates.





Setting Up Services
Remember, this is *LIMITED* so only limited Methods can be used. 

That said, product is made to connect to a great many services. 

Remember, once a service uses AA, AA is integral! 

And users will be redirected to it, sometimes unexpectedly. 

Access Manager is probably most important integration in MF environments 
because it enabled integration with SAML and OAuth without further configuration 
of individual services. 

Current - https://www.microfocus.com/documentation/access-manager/5.0/
admin/adv_auth_server.html 

We will now demo Filr.

https://www.microfocus.com/documentation/access-manager/5.0/admin/adv_auth_server.html
https://www.microfocus.com/documentation/access-manager/5.0/admin/adv_auth_server.html
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